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With Chance to Firm Up Standing, Nets 
Stumble Against the Hawks
By BEN SHPIGEL

It will be April when the Nets next play on the sleek herringbone court of Barclays Center, 

and by then their game Sunday night against the Atlanta Hawks will linger as either a distant 

memory or a haunting omen. The Nets are good enough to have secured a solid footing in 

the Eastern Conference playoff race but too inconsistent to emerge as a credible threat. 

Every air-balled shot, every misfired pass, every turnover in a 105-93 loss reflected a team 

that lacked focus, concentration and energy — and, perhaps most important, an explanation. 

Those words, all of them, were uttered afterward in a disconsolate locker room, by players 

who have stomached these mood swings — from possession to possession, night to night, 

week to week — for 66 games now. 

On Sunday, in spite of themselves, the Nets led by 2 points after three quarters. And then ... 

“I’m still trying to figure it out,” Deron Williams said. 

A primer, then. P. J. Carlesimo, the Nets’ coach, lamented their poor defense and poor 

shooting, and that would be a fair place to start. In the fourth quarter, Atlanta outscored the 

Nets by 20-4 in the paint, by 10-0 on the fast break and by 7-0 on second-chance baskets. 

Jeff Teague, the Hawks’ speedy point guard, scored 11 points and dished out a game-high 15 

assists, including one on a 3-pointer by Josh Smith that fueled a 19-6 run. Atlanta led, 91-83, 

with 5 minutes 32 seconds left, and never again would the Nets trail by single digits. 

“In the fourth quarter,” Carlesimo said, “it all caught up with us.” 

If possible, Carlesimo was at once confused by the Nets’ performance Sunday and 

accustomed to it. The last time the Nets played the Hawks, on March 9 in Atlanta, they 

played what Carlesimo then termed “as good a game as we played all year.” Two days later, 

they lost by 9 at Philadelphia, one of the worst teams in the N.B.A. 

Searching for a cause, forward Gerald Wallace said that, for whatever reason, the Nets 

seemed to take teams below them in the standings for granted. The Hawks (37-29), though, 

are not the woeful 76ers. They are a potential playoff opponent for the fourth-seeded Nets, a 
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game back of them in the Eastern Conference standings and in a logjam of six teams 

separated by three and a half games. Moreover, Atlanta’s win denied the Nets a victory in the 

season series, stopping them from clinching what could be a significant tiebreaker. 

“They came in like they wanted the game; we played like we were already on the road,” 

Wallace said. 

The loss cost the Nets an opportunity to slide into a virtual tie for first place in the Atlantic 

Division with the Knicks, who on Sunday sputtered to their fourth consecutive loss, at the 

Los Angeles Clippers. Before the game Carlesimo tried playing down the potential for shared 

division supremacy because the Nets (now 38-28) then had one more loss than the Knicks 

(38-26). But some of his players were well aware of what a victory would have meant, even 

in mid-March, especially on the eve of a treacherous 8-game, 17-day trip spanning four time 

zones that begins Monday night in Detroit. 

“We positioned ourselves to move up in the standings, to do something special tonight,” Joe 

Johnson said, “and we blew it tonight, the way we played.” 

The way they played prompted Carlesimo to offer a word that he was not even certain 

existed: lethargically. Not even the return of Johnson — who was given off Tuesday against 

New Orleans to maximize the effects of the ensuing four-day break on his sore left heel — 

could rejuvenate a sagging offense that after halftime shot 37.8 percent from the field and 3 

of 11 from 3-point range. 

Johnson did not play for five days by design. For many of his teammates, though, it was as if 

the four days off the Nets had between games sapped them of vitality. Brook Lopez (7 of 19) 

struggled so much that he said, “I wasn’t really here tonight.” The Hawks took advantage, 

running pick-and-rolls with the 6-foot-9 Smith and the 6-10 Al Horford. Too often the Nets 

were oblivious on how to counter, failing to provide adequate defensive help. 

“We really didn’t know how to cover it,” said Johnson, who had 18 points. 

In letting Johnson rest Tuesday, the Nets were clearly taking a broad view of their season. 

They hope that his long-term health will help them come playoff time, when they could 

benefit from his clutch shooting — four game-winning shots already this season — and 

bursts of production. The Nets are not passing time until the playoffs start because they 

cannot afford to. 

Every game counts the same in the standings, but there is an inherent difference between 

affairs in March and those in April, when the Nets — so they hope — will be polishing their 
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blemishes in advance of the postseason. There is, they know, much to polish, and perhaps by 

April 4, when they return to Brooklyn, they will have a better sense of the team that endures: 

a contender or a team masquerading as one. 
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